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Beauty of The
Brinton gone virtual

W

its through video had by this time
become status quo.
It was a no-brainer for the museum to create a series of informative
videos, narrated by museum director
Ken Schuster, to bring to life the
work of the 19th century American
painter Henry Farny (1847-1916). An
exhibit of 13 of Farny’s paintings and
Let’s be honest, we like going to
an oil by Frederic Remington (1861the movies, eating at restaurants and 1909) were on display at The Brinton
hanging out together with family
Museum during the summer loaned
and friends. It’s who we are as comby the American Heritage Center’s
munal beings. As with the rest of the George A. Rentschler Collection at
world, museums and cultural instithe University of Wyoming.
tutions are not immune in having to
Running concurrent with the
adapt to the times.
Farny show was the exhibit Takuwe,
The Brinton Museum in Big Horn
a show on the tragic Wounded
made the decision early on in March Knee Massacre that took place on
to move forward in presenting its
December 29, 1890. Originated by
planned schedule of exhibits. It
the Center for American Indian
would be different knowing there
Research and Native Studies,
would be no visitors in the galleries. Takuwe is the second in a series of
The question became, “We have the
exhibits organized by CAIRNS that
art; how do we reach our audience?” has been presented at The Brinton.
Had COVID-19 not hit the planTakuwe was yet another opporet, the museum would have seen
tunity for the museum to add video
hundreds of school children in the
material to its online archives.
S. K. Johnston, Jr. Family Gallery
Native American historian Craig
in April for tours of the spring
Howe, Ph.D., made two visits to The
Illustrator Show. Nationally-known
Brinton for a virtual gallery talk on
artist Theodore Waddell’s charming
the art and artists and presented a
storybook illustrations of a beloved
scholarly perspective on the facts of
Bernese Mountain Dog, Tucker,
the massacre itself.
were delightful, perfect for teaching
Artists featured in The Brinton’s
young children about art.
Northern Trust Gallery shows since
In the same month, The Brinton’s
May have each participated in virinaugural juried print invitational,
tual receptions to introduce themPrintmaking in the Rockies and
selves and their art to the public.
on the Great Plains, opened in the
Like aging fine wine, our technical
Jacomien Mars Reception Gallery.
capabilities are getting better with
In normal times, a reception for par- each interview.
ticipating artists would have taken
Maybe the COVID-19 pandemic has
place to announce these shows.
a silver lining. In spite of social-disGiven the COVID-19 restrictions
tancing, quarantines and staying
in place, such events were not an
home, we are finding our audience
option. We needed to reach out to
in their living rooms and at the
our patrons virtually.
breakfast table, coffee cup in hand,
If there is a positive side to COVID- learning about art, history and cul19, it’s that it has been instrumental
ture at The Brinton in Big Horn.
in museums using online material to
Don’t get too comfy in your pj’s
build intuitively diverse educational and cozy slippers, when this panprograms. The Brinton is creating
demic crisis is over — hopefully,
an archive of video material on art
sooner than later — we want to see
and artists that is invaluable in docour patrons and docents back in full
umenting its exhibits and knowledge force in the exhibit galleries looking
about artists of the area.
at great art. The bonus is that you
There was an enthusiastic
can visit the museum in person and
response to the online scavenger
watch the virtual programs at home.
hunt to find Waddell’s creative
And if you’re feeling the bug to
images of Tucker and his friends.
get outside and enjoy nature, put
An educational video with detailed
on your walking shoes and take
information about printmaking pro- advantage of cool mornings and the
cesses and interviews with the artupcoming warm autumn afternoons
ists in the print competition is now
to hike The Brinton’s newly opened
part of the institution’s archives and trails. The scenery, the land and its
is available on its website.
wildlife are good for the soul. And,
Like thousands of other museums
yes, the magnificent view of the
throughout the world, the benefits of Bighorns never gets old. It was, in
going virtual and also the increased
some measure, the beauty of the land
use of social media have without
that brought Bradford Brinton to
doubt made for stronger educational Wyoming.
outreach to a local as well as nationI wonder what he would think
al community.
about all this online virtual stuff. I’d
By June 1, The Brinton was able
like to believe he would have liked it.
to open to the public with COVID-19
BARBARA MCNAB is the Curator of Exhibitions at The Brinton
guidelines in place. However, the
Museum
practice of documenting the exhibho knew that 2020 would offer
so many challenges with a
global pandemic hitting the
world hard in the first quarter of the year? Getting accustomed
to the new normal of wearing masks,
social-distancing and staying at home
has without doubt tasked our emotional well-being as social creatures.
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Bartender Evan Salazar begins the process of making an old fashioned at Just LeDoux Saloon Wednesday,
Sept. 2, 2020.

Bartenders bring ‘Vegas ﬂair’ to Sheridan,
Just LeDoux It Saloon & Steak Out
phone number and offered to
show him around whenever he
wanted.
SHERIDAN — Mike Tantalo
“You literally feel like you’re
leans just slightly over the bar part of the family and I wasn’t
top at Just LeDoux It Saloon & even in town yet,” Tantalo
Steak Out Thursday around 8
said. “It was so cool to see. It’s
p.m., double straining an “Up
giving me goosebumps.”
All Night” shooter into a coupe
The 35-year-old, Rochester,
glass. The vodka and vanilNew York-native’s fellow
la cold brew cocktail passes
LeDoux bartenders Noelle
through a strainer Tantalo
McIntire and EJ Salazar had
holds over the shaker then
similar moments after flying
through a smaller strainer
from Vegas to help LeDoux
held over the glass.
establish itself as a steakhouse
As Tantalo tilts the shaker
and high-end cocktail restaunearly 180 degrees to coax out
rant.
the last of the drink, the frothy
McIntire, 33, described her
liquid just reaches the brim of time in town as a “working
the coupe.
vacation” and has found the
“Well, would you look at
people of Sheridan “refreshthat?” Tantalo says to no
ing.” Salazar, also 33, had seen
one in particular, proud of
pictures of the bar and the
himself for the precise pour.
town but didn’t know how his
His coworkers sarcastically
yellow hair, ear gauges and
admire his work.
multicolored tattoos stretchMinutes earlier, Tantalo had ing from his arms to his neck
performed the same routine,
would be received.
though the glass had only been
“I thought for sure I was
three-fourths full because
coming into a s--- show just
he had forgotten the shots of
based off the way that I look,
Premium 1890 Vodka. The mis- and everyone doesn’t even
take was an uncharacteristic
care,” Salazar said. “... They
gaff for the bartender from Las just want to have a good time
Vegas who calls himself a per- and be treated well, and that’s
fectionist.
what we’re here for.”
Though Tantalo’s energy,
Just LeDoux It Saloon &
attitude and standards haven’t Steak Out’s managing partdipped in Sheridan, his stress
ners and investors came up
level has thanks to LeDoux’s
with the restaurant’s concept
patrons and Wyoming’s slower and asked the LeDoux family
pace.
for their blessing to use Chris
“Imagine all the good sitLeDoux’s name. The eatery
com shows where everyone is
and drinkery got permission
friendly, but it’s a small town,” and then promised to only
Tantalo said when describing
carry LeDoux liquors, sourced
Sheridan. “Everybody knows
from the distillery south of
everybody, and you’ve got
Laramie.
the quirky ones, the funny
The food and drink ideation
ones, but everybody is all
began in February with the
good-hearted. You can’t pay for restaurant’s director of operstuff like that.”
ations Ryan Kessler and barOn his flight from Denver
tender Daniel de Anda Fast
to Sheridan, Tantalo
creating an intense cocktail
sat next to a local who
menu. When LeDoux opened
rattled off the places
its doors next to Beaver Creek
he needed to see in
Saloon on North Main Street
and around Sheridan.
in August, it began serving
She gave Tantalo her
tater tot nachos, USDA prime
BY EMILY SIMANSKIS
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steak and lobster tail.
The cocktail menu features
McIntire’s favorite “Up All
Night,” which includes Bison
Union Company’s vanilla cold
brew. Tantalo likes to make
“Thunder Rolls Old Fashion”
made of LeDoux’s Cinnamon
Clove Honey Whiskey,
in-house, fresh-squeezed
orange juice, spice syrup and
chocolate bitters.
Salazar, only a week into
his time behind the bar in
Sheridan, sometimes has to
consult a cheat sheet to ensure
he mixes everything together
properly. He struggled learning the “Call of the Wild” — a
vodka, pinot noir, hibiscus
syrup, raspberry and rhubarb
reduction and fresh lemon
juice combination — but it’s
his favorite to make now.
“Our cocktails rival what we
do in Las Vegas,” Salazar said.
And the bartenders have
seen an appetite for the bar’s
multi-ingredient cocktails.
They’ve also heard their
clientele voice their appreciation for the restaurant’s
character. A fluorescent tree
greets guests with twinkling,
color-changing lights, while
cowhide covered bar stools
line the bar and stand under
high top tables.
To the right of the entrance,
several floor to ceiling mirrors
hang behind built-in booths.
Uplighting marks the several
feet of elevated dance floor,
which the bartenders said are
used sporadically on the weekends.
“How many places do you
know where you can dance
on the booths?” Tantalo said.
“And it’s encouraged?”
“No one’s going to ask you to
get down,” McIntire added.
“Yeah, I’m not going to ask
you to get down,” Tantalo said
and scoffed. “I’m going to ask
if you want another drink
while you’re up there.”
SEE BARTENDERS, PAGE 11

